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Global software development (GSD) is gaining ever more relevance. Although communication is key in the exchange
of information between team members, multi-site software development has introduced additional obstacles (different time-zones and cultures, IT infrastructure, etc.) and delays into the act of communication, which is already problematic. Communication is even more critical in the case of Agile Global Software Development (AGSD) in which
communication plays a primary role. This paper reports an exploratory study of the effects of tools supporting communication in AGSD. More precisely, this paper analyses the perception of team members about communication infrastructures in AGSD. The research question to which this study responds concerns how development teams perceive
the communication infrastructure while developing products using agile methodologies. Most previous studies have
dealt with communication support from a highly technological media tool perspective. In this research work, instead,
observations were obtained from three perspectives: communication among team members, communication of the
status of the development process, and communication of the status of the progress of the product under development. It has been possible to show that team members perceive advantages to using media tools that make them
feel in practice that teams are co-located, such as smartboards supported by effident video-tools, and combining
media tools with centralized repository tools, with information from the process development and product characteristics, that allow distributed teams to effectively share information about the status of the project/process/product
during the development process in order to overeóme some of the still existing problems in communication in AGSD.

1. Introduction
Global software development (GSD) is gaining in relevance and
importance. Although communication is key in the exchange of information between team members, multi-site software development has
introduced additional obstacles (different time-zones and cultures, IT
infrastructure, etc.) and delays into the act of communication, which is
already problematic [1]. Mishra et al. [2] reported that a project developed by distributed teams may take up 2.5 times more effort than one
developed by co-located teams. None of these obstacles are new, and
several were reported as early as 2003 [3]; however, recent studies
and reviews have shown that they are still cause of concern [1,4],
Communication is even more critical in the case of Agile Global Software Development (AGSD) in which communication plays a primary
role. According to the Agile Manifestó, "Business people and developers
must work together daily throughout the project" [5]. Communication
problems in AGSD have also been broadly addressed in the literature
[4,6,7], which has shown that distributed teams, particularly agile

teams, strongly depend on tools for communication [4,7,8]. Although
the optimal technological tool for supporting efficient communication
in AGSD has been explored in several studies, it is still an unresolved
issue [1,4,7-9].
This paper reports an exploratory study of the effects of communication elements in AGSD. More precisely, this paper analyses communication infrastructures and how they impact AGSD. Here, the term
"communication infrastructure" refers to the software, hardware, development process and installations needed to enable communication
among distributed sites. The research question that this study responds
concerns how the development team perceives the communication infrastructure while developing products using agile methodologies. Most
of the previous studies have dealt with the support of communication
with a media tool from a technological perspective. In this research
work, however, observations were obtained from three perspectives:
communication among team members, communication of the status
of the development process, and communication of the status of the
progress of the product under development, in accordance with
Usman's [10] recommendation. It has been possible to show that, to
overeóme some of the obstacles to communication in order to créate a
common ground (a concept deeply studied in [11]), it is advantageous
to combine media tools (e.g. a continuously operating smartboard that

displays the workplace while the team is working) with tools that allow
distributed teams to share information about the status of the project
during the development process; further, the discussions of the development process must always be evidence-based and data driven.
This article is an extended versión of [12]. The paper [12] has been
fundamentally updated here by producing a much more detailed background regarding the communication and supportive tools in AGSD
(Section 2) and extending the description of the research methodology
and environment (Sections 3 and 4). Additional empirical data from observations have been also included. Section 5 describes the case study
and provides details of developed projects and tables with data needed
to support the more Consolidated discussion in Section 7. Finally,
Section 8 presents the conclusions and the work planned for the future.
2. Related research
Communication is the process of imparting or exchanging of
information by speaking, writing, or using some other médium such
as video or pictures [13]. Communication is central in collaborating to
exchange information among team members. Collaboration in the software development process is essential, as reported in [14]. Communication has been classified in many ways: spontaneous, informal versus
formal, and synchronous versus asynchronous [8]. Synchronous and
asynchronous means of communication are useful and complementary
[8,15]; however each method has different problems, as reported in
various studies [16]. Communication has also been classified according
to whether it is performed face-to-face or using technology
(e.g., electronic media or the telephone). Face-to-face meetings facilítate spontaneous, bi-directional and synchronous communication.
How to address spontaneous communication in projects developed in
distributed environments is one challenge identified by Herbsleb et al.
[3]. In 1997, Carmel [17] pointed out that rich communication channels,
mainly video and audio, are necessary in global software development
in order to perform several activities such as problem-solving,
architecting and design. Rich communication is defined as a two-way
interaction involving more than one sensory channel.
In global organizations, the implementation of communication to
foster collaboration has been addressed in various ways, from the traditional, regular distribution of project information by electronic mail to
the application of new technologies based on voice-over Internet Protocol (VolP) or instant messaging to provide spontaneous communication
[18]. Synchronous communication can be managed by enforcing regular
meetings, but in the case of multi-site software development, it can introduce additional delays in terms of timely response, variations in
time-zones and constraints on telecommunication bandwidth [19],
Thus, synchronous communication can require much longer periods of
time than single-site development, which poses a challenge to this
type of communication: regular meetings reduce many of the positive
effects of informal meetings performed by co-located teams that initiate
conversations without any special arrangements or schedule. In the case
of distributed teams, such meetings could not be arranged as easily:
tools are needed to provide the same, or at least similar, functionalities
to enable remote members to particípate in open discussions [20,21 ]. To
overeóme the identified challenges, Herbsleb stated in 2003 that GSD
should combine different communication media, such as telephone
calis, teleconferences, emails, and instant messaging [3]. Niinimaki
et al. [22] reviewed the way in which communication problems had
been addressed in global organizations that used different media and
systems by applying theories of media richness and media synchronicity. A comprehensive study on tools for GSD can be found in [18]. It revealed that communication tools based on Internet and VolP protocols
(e.g. Skype, or Google Hangout) enabled both one-to-one and one-tomany communication modes.
A remaining challenge is the integration of communication tools to
provide more or less the same services that are available in single-site
projects. Johnston et al. [23] highlighted that Information and

Communication Technologies (1CT) restrict communication because
they are less rich than face-to-face communication. This explains why
when development is distributed, the off-site members of a team tend
to feel the lack of access to all information, while on-site members
have direct access to information [23]. The impact of cloud infrastructure in agüe distributed teams was reported in [24], the results of
which showed that technical and cultural obstacles overlapped. Cultural
obstacles refer not only to obvious issues, such as differences between
Western and Eastern cultures, but also to different ways of understanding practices. Cultural differences have been also addressed in [25], and
in [7]; this last reference is specially focused on agüe.
As explained in [8], communication grows in relevance when the
software process model is agüe. AGSD has drawn researchers' attention
because of the added complexity of combining agüe and GSD [7], as informal and spontaneous Communications plays a significant role in agüe
software development [7,8]. Shrivastava [9] pointed out that one of the
potential risks for distributed agüe projects is the lack of communication
between the team members, which could be addressed through team
members' use of tools, such as video conferencing and desktop sharing;
and the use of scrum-of-scrum meetings between teams and the use of
tools that support formal and non-verbal communication. The lack of
communication infrastructure could be addressed by providing the
team with múltiple rich sources of communication. In the case of
agüe, many efforts have also focused on media tools and selection of
media tools. One study on the impact of media selection [26] on AGSD
reported that previous findings regarding media availability, media familiarity and infrastructure capabilities need to be considered. The
media synchronicity theory was applied to select communication
media in a global software company that used Serum. The theory proved
helpful in highlighting the important factors in choosing an appropriate
electronic médium for conveying and converging Communications;
however, the theory did not manage to cover all important factors.
Several other studies also addressed the effects of media on the team
communication [27,28]. Paredes et al. [29] reported the results of their
systematic mapping study of the existing literature on information
visualization techniques used by agüe software development teams.
The results showed that information radiators were common and effective for knowledge sharing in agüe teams. Information radiators display
relevant information about a managed project. A benefit of using information radiators is that the team needs little effort to créate and understand visualizations, which helps to maintain a big picture of the project
when teams are immersed in development activities. A recent study
[30] presents the results of a survey that found that face-to-face conversations and email Communications were the most popular communication channels among agüe teams; these are similar to traditional
development approaches. Thefindingsalso showed that short meetings
and on-line or audio conference calis were often used.
Korkala and Maurer have recently reported on the "lack of involvement, lackof shared understanding, outdated information, restricted access to information and finally scattered information" [8]. In addition,
Kropp et al. [11 ] recently confirmed that decorated tools alone did not
enhance communication, as the quality of the communication during
meetings depended on the person speaking and the message conveyed.
Looking for alternative proposals to those that address communication
mainly from a media perspective, Kááriáinen [31] addressed communication by focusing on centralized infrastructures, finding that these
were useful in AGSD frameworks for sharing information, which facilitates team communication. However, Kááriáinen [31 ] also pointed out
that some tools used to support GSD communication should be specific,
because teams are not physically co-located.
Recently, Usman [10] reported that it was necessary to address the
following challenges that affected different phases of software development: i) to monitor the processing of software to enhance relationships
among teams and customers; ii) to support the needs of communication
at different stages of software development (from management to implementation); iii) to monitor the status of the product during the

problem-solving and design phases of the project. The conclusión that
can be drawn from this review is that work thus far has mainly focused
on media tools and has not fundamentally solved the communication
problems in AGSD. Therefore, exploratory studies that address new
approaches, not exclusively focused on media tools, are required to
advance communication if AGSD.

communication infrastructures to identify findings about the topic
under research.
The study of the usefulness of communication infrastructures in
AGSD was conducted as an embedded case study in the way described
by Yin [38] (a fixed context and different units of analysis conforming
to the same case study). The units of analysis in this research were software projects implemented under the same context. This context was
represented by communication infrastructures, where each element of
3. Research methodology
the infrastructure was represented as independent variables as defined
by Creswell [37] and the perception of the usefulness of these infraThis research was designed following the guidelines and steps prostructures for communication represented the dependent variables of
posed by Runeson and Hóst [32] for conducting case studies. It was
this study; i.e., communication was influenced by infrastructures.
structured in five steps: study design, preparation for data collection,
The data collection strategy was based on the schema proposed by
collecting evidence, data analysis and reporting (see Clip 1).
Lethbridge et al'. [39]. The observations made in this research were clasThe following subsections describe how this research was designed,
sified as first, second and third degree, following the classification syshow data were collected and, how the data were analyzed.
tem of Lethbridge et al. [39]. First-degree measures represent valúes
obtained directly from teams, and therefore, they require direct access
to teams; second-degree measures represent valúes provided by the
3.1. Research design
context, requiring access to the environment where teams are working
but with low interaction with teams; and third-degree measures repreSection 2 discussed how, in the case of distributed teams, off-site
sent complex valúes that require additional processing activities, remembers perceived a lack of communication when developing software
quiring access to the developed artifacts. First-degree measures were
in distributed environments. It was also reported that this lack of comcollected through questionnaires answered by each team member.
munication was more serious in the case of AGSD. Whereas most of the
Focus group meetings were also used to complement data gathered
previous studies tackled communication from a mainly technological
from questionnaires. Second-degree measures were collected from
media perspective, the present research is focused on identifying the
tools (e.g., SonarQuBe) populated with data obtained from developperceptions of developers, as an initial step, and before assuming a
ment. Third-degree measures were developed through processing the
fixed and controlled context. Software Engineering perceptions have
artifacts generated in each project, such as meeting duration or number
been recently considered in [33]. Years before, Vroom [34] developed
the Expectancy Theory and Adams [35] the Equity Theory. Both theories of participants. Subsection 3.3 provides an in-depth explanation of how
data were collected for each type of observation.
indícate that a positive perception results in better performance, as recently discussed in [36],
To implement this approach, the work by Usman et al. [10], with the
3.2. Types of measures
three perspectives of communication, was set as the starting context
(Subsection 2). The research goal can be formulated as "How
Two types of measures were considered in this research: i) measures
development teams perceive the communication infrastructure while
that helped the development team know the status of the project and
developing producís using agüe methodologies". It is intended with
the development process, and if needed, take corrective actions to
this research to determine whether the communication infrastructure
make a project successful, and ii) measures needed to obtain accurate
is perceived as a driver to reduce the existing communication gap
information on the perceptions of team members about the communibetween team members along Usman's dimensios in AGSD.
cation infrastructures and the overall development period.
Considering the three perspectives of communication, this general
research goal was split into the following research questions: "How do
3.2.1. Measures on project status
off-site members in an Agüe project perceive that communication infraMeasures about the status of the product and the process enable
structure enhances team relationships?(RQ_l)", "How is the communiteam members to know how the development team is working and
cation infrastructure perceived to support the development process at
whether the development methodology is properly applied. Herbsleb
different stages in an agüe project?(RQ2)" and "How is communication
et al. [3,40] highlighted the relevance of tracking information in projects
infrastructure perceived to support project status information-sharing
where code is developed in more than one site, increasing the visibility
in an agüe project? (RQ3)". Due to the nature of the research topic
of the work in progress [4]. In agüe software development, Brede et al.
and the objectives, the research team agreed to conduct the research
[41 ] used agüe artifacts, such as product backlogs, sprint backlogs, and
using an exploratory sequential mixed approach following the
burn-down charts to measure the level of work performed by a team.
Cressweü's recommendations [37], pag. 266-274. An exploratory seThese measures, based on McCall's model [42], Boehm [43] and internaquential mixed methods first begins by exploring with qualitative data
tional standards such as ISO 25000 [44], provide quantitative evidence
and analysis and later uses the findings in a second quantitative phase.
of the status and quality of the product and the process and were
In our research the first phase was focused on reviewing the role of
taken from software tools like SonarQuBe, SVN and Redmine.
communication infrastructures through an extensive literature study
Some examples of these measures are: "lines of code", "number of
to identify reported measures, and software applications that enable
commits" (SVN), "average class complexity", "number of builds", "percommunication from each analyzed perspective. This review resulted
centage of tasks done", "number of errors". In addition, to track how
in a list of measures with different targets. Details about the measures
much additional information related to the product under development
can be found in Subsection 3.3. The second phase was based on
was shared by team members and to identify the most frequently used
obtaining quantitative measures about perceptions on and use of
mechanisms, the following measures were used: "number of wiki
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inputs", "number of news" and "number of shared documents". Additionally, to monitor the process and to track how often team members
met during the project, the following measures were collected: "number of meetings" (daily, sprint planning, sprint review and retrospective), "meeting duration" (time) and "meeting participants". Table 1
shows measures gathered to monitor the product under development
and to provide evidence of the product during the development process.
Table 2 shows a subset of the measures, classified by dimensión, collected in this research to evalúate the use of the communication infrastructure through measures about process and product. Each row
describes the measure, its type, the source of the measure, frequency
(indicating how often it was collected) and the sources from which
the measure was derived. The meaning of types of measures (first-degree, second-degree and third-degree) is explained in Subsection 3.3.
3.2.2. Measures on team perception
Measures to determine how the team perceived the usefulness of
the communication infrastructures and the overall development period
were identified from the literature. These measures were applied to get
findings to answer the following proposed research question: "How development teams perceive the communication infrastructure while developing producís using agüe methodologies?" These measures were
structured according to three dimensions (see Subsection 3.1): team
member communication, communication of the development process,
and communication of the product status.
Team member communication measures addressed the effect of the
communication infrastructure on team information-sharing and its effectiveness in AGSD. Kamaruddin et al. [19] reported that many issues
affect communication models, such as communication tools, communication of requirements and communication about product quality.
Brigss et al. [45] concluded that satisfaction with meetings is an important measure of the effectiveness of collaboration technologies. They argued that this satisfaction can be influenced by the procedures and tools
used in meetings. Therefore, satisfaction was considered at different
levéis.
Communication of the development process addresses the effect of
the infrastructure on the development process and informationsharing and the usefulness of these infrastructures to support the development process in AGSD. Following the visión proposed by Brigss et al.
[45], it is important to focus on those mechanisms used by teams to
communicate: how the development process is run and how feedback
is received, as well as the effectiveness of each mechanism. In this research, this dimensión analyzed these factors: measures of communication mechanism satisfaction, communication mechanism rate of use;
and communication mechanism usefulness were collected from serum
teams.
Finally, related to communication of the product status, the focus
was on the effect of the infrastructure required to communicate the
status of the project using tools providing indicators about the product
status (mainly quality characteristics). In agüe software development,
Brede et al. [41 ] used agüe artifaets combined with the results of the
analysis of data collected in interviews and observations to measure
the level of work by a team. The following measures were applied:
Table 1
Measures classified by tool. Tool gives the source of the measure. Measure describes the
kind of data obtained. Type is SD = Second-degree [39]. Column Freq = Frequency (when
the measure is gathered).
Tool

Measure

Type

Freq.

Redmine
Redmine
SonarCmBe
SonarCmBe
SonarCmBe
SonarCmBe
SVN

Number of user stories
Deployed user stories
Lines of code
Number of alerte
Class complexity
Test coverage
Number of commits

SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD

Iteration
Iteration
Iteration
Iteration
Iteration
Iteration
Iteration

Table 2
Measures classified by dimensión. The Dimensión represente the classes defined by
Usman [10]. Measure describes the kind of data obtained. Type follows the classification
by Lethbridge et al. [39] where FD = First-degree, SD = Second-degree and TD =
Third-degree. Column Freq = Frequency (when the measure is gathered). Cmest =
questionnaire. Refs = references (indicates literature supporting the measure).
Dimensión

Measure

Type Source

Freq.

Refs.

TD

Video

Iteration

[41]

TD
TD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
SD

Video
Video
Redmine
Redmine
Redmine
Redmine
SVN
Jenkins

Meeting
Meeting
Iteration
Project
Project
Project
Project
Project

[41]
[41]
[19]
[19]
[19]
[19,41]
[19]
[19]

Measures about process and product
Team
communication

Development
Process

Product status

No. of meetings: daily,
planning,...
Meeting duration (time)
Meeting participante
No. of artifaets created
No. of Wiki inputs
No. of News
No. of documente
No. of SVN revisions
No. ofbuilds

communication mechanism rate and communication mechanism
usefulness.
Table 3 shows a subset of the measures, classified by dimensión, collected in this research to evalúate the perception of the communication
infrastructure. Each row describes the measure, its type, the source of
the measure, frequency (indicating how often it was collected) and
the sources from which the measure was derived. Table 3 shows measures collected from team members to evalúate the perception of the
usefulness of the infrastructures at different levéis of communication.

3.3. Data collection process
This process was comprised of three main steps: i) select measures
to be collected, ii) establish how to collect them, and iii) establish
when to collect them. Measures were selected by reviewing the literature on ASD and AGSD related to the research questions. As a result of
the review, a set of 41 measures was selected, as described in
Subsection 3.2. Each measure was documented by specifying its nature,
description, range of valúes, and usefulness, as well as how and when it
should be collected. These measures were organized into the three dimensions mentioned in Subsection 3.1 and presented in Tables 1-3.
First-degree measures include classification surveys and focus group
meetings. Runeson [32] and Creswell [37] recommended classification
surveys to obtain information from team members. The classification
surveys were designed following the guidelines provided by Fink [48]
and Runeson [32]. The survey questions were identified in the literature
related to software measurement in agüe processes [4,46,49,50]. The
questionnaires were structured in seven sections covering the three dimensions mentioned above. The questionnaire is available at https://es.
surveymonkey.eom/s/7MYJJLL Complementary to questionnaires and
to triangúlate the obtained valúes and answers in questionnaires,
focus group meetings, following the guidelines provided by Krueger
and Casey's [51 ], were conducted at the end of all projeets.
For second-degree measures, data gathering automation was implemented following the idea of "one button" proposed by Hartmann et al.
[49]. In this way, guidelines provided by Runeson [32] on minimizing
the interaction with the team were applied so as not to disturb the
teams normal behavior. Second-degree data were mainly obtained
from agüe artifaets, such as product backlogs, sprint backlogs, and
burn-down charts. Measures were generated by software development
and management tools such as Redmine and SonarQuBe.
Third-degree data were obtained by studying project outputs and
their generated documentation (including meeting minutes, video and
audio-recorded meetings). Third-degree measures consisted of
extracting measures that could not be obtained directly, such as those
extracted from recorded sessions, such as the duration of or number
of participants in each meeting.

Table3
Measures classifled by dimensión. Dimensión represents the classes deflned by Usman [10]. Measure describes the kind of data obtained. Type follows the classiflcation by Lethbridge et al.
[39] where FD = First-degree, SD = Second-degree and TD = Third-degree. Column Freq = Frequency (when the measure is gathered). Cmest = questionnaire. Refs = references (indicares literature supporting the measure).
Dimensión

Type

Measure

Source

Freq.

Refs.

Ciuest
Ciuest
Ciuest
Cmest
Cmest
Cmest
Cmest
Cmest

Project
Project
Project
Project
Project
Project
Project
Project

[45]
[19,22]
[22]
[45]
[45,46]
[45,47]
[22,45]
[45]

Measures about perceptions
Team communication

Development Process

Product status

Meeting satisfaction level
Communication channels rate
Communication channels usefulness
Comm. mechanism satisfaction
Communication mechanism rate
Comm. mechanism usefulness
Communication mechanism rate
Comm. mechanism usefulness

Concerning when data were collected, six measurement points were
established to monitor communication in the Serum processes. Clip 2
depiets where and how often first-degree, second-degree and thirddegree measures were integrated in the development process. The
time-line of the measurement process is represented at the bottom of
Clip 2 to ¡Ilústrate when and where each measure was taken.
Tables 1 -3 contain the list of measures and when each measure was
taken. For every sprint, data collection started when the sprint planning
was completed (see Clip 2 label 1). During the development process
(see Clip 2 label 2), measures concerning the development process
and the product were collected. Daily meetings (see Clip 2 label
3) were recorded to obtain measures of the duration, participants and
infrastructure used to conduct the meeting. Some of the measures collected in the meeting enabled researchers to triangúlate and gauge
whether first-degree measures were consistent with what happened
in the project.
After the review and retrospective meetings (at the end of each iteration), more first-degree and second-degree measures were collected
(see Clip 2 labels 4 and 5). Finally, at the end of the project, focus groups
were conducted to collect further first-degree measures (see Clip 2 label
6). The results related to the analysis of data collected from the focus
groups have been previously published [24],
In parallel, researchers processed different sources to obtain thirddegree measures such as meetings duration, the number of sprint planning and daily meetings, and the number of participants in each meeting. Other measures, such as the number of sprint review and
retrospective meetings, were collected from Redmine. These third-

degree measures provided further data on information-sharing and
communication during the project.
3.4. Data analysis process

The objective of this analysis was to extract findings that showed a
chain of evidence. A systematic data analysis was carried out in parallel
with data collection. Data analysis was guided by interpreting the three
types of collected measures and indicators in order to understand the
use of communication infrastructure and its effeets on teams and developed producís. The mixed-methods approach of this research as
outlined by Cresswell [37] requires the use of both qualitative and quantitative data. Qualitative data were used to define the nature of the problem and to identify quantitative measures on communication
infrastructures. Surveys provided a perception of the usefulness of tool
infrastructures; the nature of this perception is qualitative, but it was
transformed into discrete valúes to be processed. Later, quantitative
data were obtained from software tools used to monitor the development process, the product status and the code quality. Quantitative
data from tools were used to cross-check how the development process
was evolving and to gather evidence of the product status. These data
were applied to triangúlate the results gathered from the surveys related to communication. For discrete valúes from surveys, and following
the recommendations of Tsai [52], the criterion scale was scored as 1,
2, 3, 4, and 5, where 1 equaled the lowest degree of impact and 5
equaled the highest degree of impact. These discrete valúes provided
sufficient information for evaluating measures. Data analysis was

•

Focus Group

-

Collect t h i r d - d * g r « m » s u r * s

$
Clip 2. Measurement process. Label 1: No. of arüfacts scheduled for a sprint or duration of meetings. Label 2: No. of commits, No. of builds in Hudson, No. of classes, test coverage or
complexity. Label 3: Duration, participants and infrastructure used on each meeting. Label 4: No. artifaets flnished, No. of wiki pages, No. documents. Label 5: Usefulness and levéis of
satisfaction with meetings and infrastructures. Label 6: Communication usefulness, infrastructure perceptions.

performed following the guidelines suggested by Runeson [32] and Fink
et al. [48]. The data acquisition process is described in Subsection 3.3. In
our case, because of the source of each dataset, and because data were
automatically generated by tools, all data were considered valid. Data
were processed using spreadsheets and descriptive statistics (average,
standard deviation) to compare the results for each project, which
were displayed on charts. A qualitative interpretation of these data
was produced after the descriptive analysis.
Qualitative measures were collected after project completion using
focus group. Focus groups were conducted following the guidelines provided by Krueger and Casey's [51 ]. Briefly, the focus groups interviews
asked participants to express their personal perceptions of the effects
of the communication tools. This meeting was audio- and videorecorded and then transcribed. When the data from the recorded meetings were transcribed, codes were defined using an open code method
[51] and then annotated into a codebook. Each statement in the transcribed text was coded and classified separately by two researchers,
who also performed triangulation in the coding process. Researchers
and team members signed confidentiality and anonymity agreements.
The focus groups were analyzed following Runeson's recommendations
[32]. Findings of the data obtained from the focus groups were used to
triangúlate, justify and support the findings obtained from the analysis
of the qualitative/quantitative data.
3.5. Threats to validity
Threats to validity of the collected data were addressed following
Yin's recommendations [53], which identify construct validity, internal
validity, external validity and reliability as potential threats.
Construct validity, which seeks to identify that correct operational
measures for concepts have been studied, was achieved. Several múltiple data sources and measurement processes were used, and searching
for a chain of evidence, discussing conclusions and introducing triangulation where required [53,54] to assess whether the construct was valid
were achieved. Several projects were performed with different teams so
that the effects could be verified. Having complementary data sources
such as surveys and focus group interviews, allowed us to address ambiguities first at the research team level and second at the focus group
level. Triangulation, as described in [55], was applied.
As far as the research reported within this paper has been
approached as an exploratory study, internal validity (which seeks to
establish causal relationships as distinguished from spurious relations)
has not been addressed in depth, since Yin [53] explained that internal
validity is meaningful for explanatory or causal studies only, and not
meaningful for descriptive or exploratory studies, such as the present
study.
Concerning external validity (which seeks to define the domain to
which a study's findings can be generalized), the limitation of having
the same context applies. The results, in a case study are obtained
from a given context. Within this study, the context and important components of case studies [56] were determined and the manner in which
the project was organized, including the industrial partner, while some
other parameters were not fixed due to the nature of the projects and
the number of distributed nodes. Therefore, while it should be noted
that according to [57] interpretive case studies do not seek generalizability, it is possible to generalize the results obtained to some extent.
Reliability (which seeks to demónstrate that the operations of a
study, such as the data collection procedures, can be repeated with
the same results) was the final measure. The research process included
a careful specification of the procedures for data-gathering depending
on the kind of data (first degree, second degree, or third degree).
While automated tools were used for some of the data gathering, once
the measures and tools were decided upon, the rest of the process
depended on accurate tool operation. For other kinds of data, detailed
and careful documentation (a compilation of all the documents, and
coding) was performed when required. Concerning reliability,

theoretical saturation of data can be reached if new themes or insights
do not arise [58]. The problem lies in applying this in practice, since
guidelines are often missing, and the number of interviews, for instance,
is a difficult issue [59]. Researchers must also consider the recognized
constrained availability of personnel in this field [39]. Within this research interviewees were all professionals with experience in the
field; therefore, it can be expected that saturation concerning reliability
was achieved.
4. Research environment
Subsection 3.1 referred to a fixed context composed of communication infrastructure and the development process applied to
implementing software. Section 4 describes both of the elements used
on all the units of analysis of this case study. Subsection 4.1, Infrastructure, presents the environment in which software producís were developed. Subsection 4.2, describes Serum which was the methodology
applied to manage the development process.
4.1. ¡nfrastructure
This research was performed in an experimental research facility
[60] (SSF). SSF is a type of software engineering research and education
laboratory. SSF was initially located at the University of Helsinki (UH1),
and then installed at the Technical University of Madrid (UPM2). It was
also established at Indra Software Labs (ISL3), a subsidiary of Indra, a
global engineering company. Subsequently further settings were
established. The infrastructure was designed to support data collection
related to communication in the three directions explained in
Subsection 3.1: team communication, communication at different
stages of the development process, and communication related to the
status of the developed product. The tools used at SSFs were simple in
comparison with other commercial and closed tools like Webex videoconference system or JIRA for project management. Efficiency carne
from the combination of tools used to address different directions
(i.e., team, process, and product) with facilitation by an efficient
Serum Master rather than from the sophistication of the tools.
To foster communication in distributed environments, video (córner, ceiling and desktop cameras) and audio (ambient and individual
microphones) facilities were provided. Images taken by these cameras
were displayed on a smartboard using VSee, a software application.
Audio and video facilities enabled development teams to talk with
each other and to have visual contact with the part of the team that
was not co-located. Córner and ceiling cameras and ambient microphones provided a landscape for each SSF, which helped teams to see
the activity in other distributed SSFs. In addition, desktop cameras facilitated communication during product development when required by
developers. Video-conferencing tools (VSee) supporting bi-directional
communication (face-to-face and/or one-to-many) also played a relevant role in facilitating team-building, to increase the feeling of working
as a team and to make distributed teams feel as if they are in the same
room.
The smartboard in combination with VSee was the cornerstone of
the communication between SSFs. VSee4 is a voice-over Internet protocol service (VoIP), and software application that allows groups of users
to communicate by voice, video, and instant messaging over Internet.
VSee also provides facilities such as drag and drop, file transfer,
application- and desktop-sharing and AES encryption security. The
smartboard (a large screen) displayed VSee, allowing teams to reduce
the distance between the sites. Finally, using Webcam 7, audio and
video were mixed and recorded on network disk drives, facilitating
1
2
3
4

http://www.helsmki.fl/university/
http://www.upm.es/internacional
http://www.indracompany.com/en
http://vsee.com/

the gathering of third-degree measures related to communication between SSFs. Recording work sessions enabled meetings to be monitored
(duration, frequency, attendance, use of infrastructures). Recorded sessions provided data that were analyzed to determine whether information about the process was received by team members in different SSFs.
Smartboard capabilities to share desktops and screen and being able
to write to the same board from different sites let distributed teams organize meetings where people at different sites could actively particípate. VSee + smartboards provided a window to share among sites
and reduce barriers (e.g., distance and visualization), making communication between different teams as natural as possible.
Project activities were managed using software applications such as
Redmine, Hudson or SonarQuBe. Redmine5 is a flexible project management web application that can be extended with plugins. Some plugins,
like Redmine Charts or Workioad, were used to increase the visibility of
the project-development progress by visualizing burndown charts. A
burndown chart is used to analyze work scheduled versus the work implemented in order to confirm that estimations were aligned with the
results. The Workioad plugin was used to confirm whether estimations
were aligned with the amount of time spent on each task. It displayed
the time each team member took to complete each task. Therefore,
Redmine and its plugins provided instant communication about the status of the process (i.e., delayed, on time or ahead).
SonarQuBe6 is an open platform used to manage code quality.
SonarQuBe provides code analysis, hunts for defects and shows the evolution of the time-line of the project development. These features
helped the Serum Team and Serum Master to communicate objective
evidence of the status and quality of the project. Centralized repositories
(in the sense of centrally managed, not centrally installed), managed
with Apache Subversión (SVN),7 helped the distributed teams share
project resources, such as source code and technical documentation.
The automation of data gathering from software under development
was provided by Hudson,8 a continuous integration server, and
Maven.9 By using Hudson in combination with Maven, the Serum
Team was not in charge of the data-gathering process. Whenever the
centralized repository was updated, Hudson launched a process to
build the source code, perform code analysis and present reports to
the Serum Team. These reports helped teams get a fast feedback about
the project status.
In addition, to provide support to the research team, Survey
Monkey,10 an on-line survey system, provided the infrastructure to collect data directly from the participants in the projeets: the Product
Owner, the Serum Master and the Serum Team. Data concerned personal perceptions about communication and the usefulness of infrastructure. All the participants filled out on-line questionnaires. Data
collected from all SSFs were used in the analysis process to obtain the
main findings of this research.

42. Development process
The development process was managed by Serum [61 ] which is used
to implement an iterative and incremental lifecycle that focuses on individuáis and interactions. Serum is open for adaptation to specific teams'
characteristics. In this research, the three roles defined in Serum [62]
were adopted: Product Owner, Serum Master and Serum Team. A sénior
engineer from the industrial partner was the Product Owner, another
sénior engineer was the Serum Master, and engineers having at least
two years of experience in software development from the industrial
partner and the UPM comprised the Serum Team.
5
6
7
8
9
10

http://www.redmine.org/
http://www.sonarqube.org/
https://subversion.apache.org/
http://hudson-ci.org
http://maven.apache.org/
https://www.surveymonkey.com/

Projeets were scheduled for six or seven weeks in short iterations of
two weeks, which are called "sprints" in Serum. The last iteration in
seven-week projeets took only one week. At the end of each sprint, all
team members involved in the project gathered for two meetings: the
sprint review and retrospective. The sprint review was intended to valídate the work performed and the retrospective review was intended to
evalúate the outcomes from the distributed development process and, if
necessary, improve them. Clip 3 shows the Serum framework, its artifaets and the tools used to support it.
At the beginning of each project, prior to beginning the development
activities, the Product Owner and the Serum Team identified requirements during the inception meeting. The list of requirements, which
was represented in features and user stories, was stored using Redmine,
described in Subsection 4.1, which supported the Product Backlog. Subsequently, with the goal of delivering as much valué as possible, features
and user stories stored in the Product Backlog were prioritized and organized into sprints. Each sprint had clear objectives. Redmine was
used as a process and product support tool after the inception meeting.
VSee and a smartboard were used as media tools. The smartboard in
combination with VSee and its ability to share information on desktops
were used to draw pictures cooperatively and to represent the shared
visión of each project, providing an open door to the space where the
other team worked. Both tools enhanced teams opportunities to work
together, such as ensuring that a unique board was visible in all SSFs.
The workioad was planned during the sprint planning meeting.
Redmine, VSee and the smartboard were also used for planning.
Redmine drove the planning meeting by providing the list of features
and user stories to be visualized on the smartboard using VSee, which
enabled open discussions in which the scope of the project was clarified.
During the sprint execution, the Serum team conducted short daily
meetings (less than 15 min) to track the progress of the project supported by VSee. The use of VSee allowed the Serum Team to perform highly
efficient distributed stand-up meetings around the smartboard. Quality
measures of the development process and the product architecture
were determined while software was implemented. As described in
Subsection 4.1, tools, such as SonarQuBe integrated with Hudson,
Maven, Subversión (SVN), and Redmine, in addition to Serum and Kanban plugins, enabled the automation of the data-gathering process.
All the activities carried out at SSFs were audio- and video-recorded
to support session observations and data gathering, as described in
Section 3. For instance, the duration of daily meetings was obtained by
analyzing the audio and video recordings. Henee, the Serum master or
any other team member did not need to be in charge of recording the
time spent at each meeting.
At the end of each sprint, the Serum Team performed a sprint review
and conducted a retrospective meeting. In the sprint review, the Serum
Team demonstrated the developed product to the Product Owner, who
accepted or rejected the user stories that were developed. Finally, in the
retrospective meeting, all of the project participants evaluated the process regarding what went well, what went wrong and what could be
improved upon in the next sprints. These two meetings were conducted
using VSee, Redmine and Survey Monkey.
5. Case study description
This research is a single-case study following the classification
described by Yin [53], that is, the SSF infrastructures provide the opportunity to observe communication in AGSD and without these infrastructures observations are not feasible. It is also considered an embedded
case study with four units of analysis (software projeets) because the
goal of the research generally concerns communication in AGSD and
not specifically each project or application domain. All these units of
analysis were implemented in the controlled context described in
Section 4. Each project had different characteristics in terms of functionality, teams and size; therefore, the conclusions are not be dependent on
project-specific characteristics. All of the projeets were industry-driven.
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The following subsections present each project in detail. Two projeets,
Optimeter I and Optimeter ¡¡ were part of larger projeets requiring deep
code maintenance. The other two projeets, Research4us and Habeo
Ideam required code changes and maintenance of producís built by
third parties. Two very different programming languages (Java and
PHP) and development environments were used. All of the projeets
were distributed. Two sites were involved in three projeets, and one
project was developed at three sites. Team size at each site was aligned
with Schwaber's [61] recommendations. Project details can be found in
Section 6. The research reported in this paper is aligned with challenges
presented by Usman et al. [ 10]; therefore, communication was observed
in all projeets according to three dimensions: team member communication, communication about the development process and monitoring
the status of the developed product.
5.1. Optimeter!
Optimeter I implemented use cases in the domain of power energy
networks related to the validation of raw data coming from the field.
It was used as a benchmark in processing and distributed storage of
massive amount of data gathered from power networks by using
Apache Hadoop® and NoSQL databases. The main goal of Optimeter 1
was to build a system to optimize the search and management of massive data in the Smart Grid domain. Optimeter i supported traversal activities to two European ITEA2 projeets: IMPONET11 (127 person
years) and NEMO&CODED12 (112 person years), and a third large Spanish project called ENERGOS13 (budget 24.3 million euros). These three
projeets focused on supporting power smart grids.
Optimeter I was implemented from the scratch in seven weeks and
two SSFs were involved: UPM and ISL Nine engineers participated in
the project, five at UPM and four at ISL. This was the first time that
1
' IMPONET Intelligent Monitoring of Power NETworks http://www.itea2.org/project/
index/view?project=10032.
12
NEMO NEtworked MOnitoring & COntrol, Diagnostic for Electrical Distribution http://
www.itea2.org/project/index/view?project= 1131.
13
http://innovationenergy.org/energos/

both SSFs worked together; Spanish was the official language of the project. Most of the engineers were male (eight) and only one engineer was
female. Most of the team members were under 30 years oíd and only
two were older than 30. All of them were Spanish, had at least two
years of experience in ICT projeets and had skills in computer science.
Technology was the main challenge of this project because the team
members did not have previous experience with Hadoop®; therefore,
communication played a critical role in speeding up the learning curve.
5.2. Optimeter ¡¡
Optimeter ¡¡ was an evolution of Optimeter I. This project was implemented in seven weeks and involved more use cases in the domain of
power energy networks using the same technologies as Optimeter i.
Three SSFs were involved in this development: UPM, ISL and UH. One
of the SSFs (UH) was in a different time-zone (a one-hour difference)
which impacted the scheduling of meetings for the project due to different cultures (e.g., lunch time, working hours and publie holidays). There
were 21 engineers distributed as follows: six at UPM, four at ISL and
eleven at UH. Teams at UPM and ISL were working together in Optimeter
I but this was the first time they had worked with UH. In Optimeter U, English was the official language of the project. Most of the engineers were
male (16) and only five engineers were female. Most of the team members were under 30 years oíd and only 2 were older than 30. All the
members at ISL and UPM were Spanish. UH involved engineers from different countries, including Finland, Italy, United Kingdom and India. All
the engineers at UH had experience with Serum and Java, but it was the
first time they had worked with Hadoop®.
Two main communication challenges were addressed in this project: first, disseminating the status of the project, which was a challenge
because Optimeter II was an evolution of Optimeter I. Therefore, communication about the status of the project (process and product) played an
important role in engaging the new team. Second, verbal communication was another challenge because of the change of the official language. It impacted in the project in terms of translating relevant
documents produced in Optimeter I into English. Therefore, team communication also played a critical role in speeding up the integration of

the new team. This project helped demónstrate the effects of communication infrastructure on a multi-cultural, multi-site distributed team.
5.3. Research4us
The third project, Research4us, customized Dokuwiki by adding specific functionalities to support the process of writing research papers.
Dokuwiki14 is a free software wiki application aimed at the documentation needs of small companies; it has built-in access control, authentication connectors, and a large number of plugins. Dokuwiki was extended
over a six-week period by developing new PHP plugins and customized
by the creation of templates.
Two software SSFs were involved: UPM and 1SL. Ten engineers were
involved in Research4us, six at UPM and four at 1SL After the experience
acquired in Optimeter íí, the official language for documenting and coding was English, but Spanish for meetings. At UPM, four new members
were added to the group who did not have any previous experience
with AGSD. Most of the engineers were male (nine) and only one engineer was female. Most of the team members were under 30 years oíd
and only 2 were older than 30. All of them were Spanish, had at least
two years of experience in 1CT projects and had skills in computer science. In this project, the main challenge was to intégrate the four engineers on the UPM side and teach them how infrastructure worked when
integrated with the development process.
5.4. Habeo ideam
The last project, Habeo ideam, was also implemented in PHP in sixweek period. It consisted of implementing extensions and templates
in the content management system (CMS) Joomla.15 Joomla enables
users to build websites and on-line applications. Joomla is extensible,
keeps track of each piece of content on the webwsite and provides
basic authentication and security services. Joomla uses MySQL to ensure
data persistence. In Habeo ideam, Joomla was extended by the addition
of new components to manage, visualize, characterize and vote on
ideas.
Two software SSFs were involved: UPM and 1SL Fifteen engineers
were involved in Habeo ideam, 11 at UPM and 4 at 1SL. As in the
Research4us project, the official language for documenting and coding
was English, but Spanish for meetings. At UPMfivenew members without any previous experience in AGSD or PHP were added to the group.
Most of the engineers were male (11) whileonly4 engineers were female. Most of the team members were under 30 years oíd and only 2
were older than 30. All of them were Spanish, had at least two years
of experience in 1CT projects and had skills in computer science. This
project presented additional constraints in terms of team availability.
Team members from the UPM side did not have the same daily availability, four of them worked only from 9 am to 1 pm, another three
worked from 1 pm to 5 pm and the rest worked from 3 pm to 7 pm.
The team members committed to attending all of them to general meetings (sprint planning, sprint review and retrospectíve) and to perform
asynchronous daily meetings. They used the smartboard as a whiteboard to notify missing team members of the results of the daily meetings. Due the engineers' limited availability, the main challenge was to
intégrate engineers working at UPM with the timetable and also to
use the infrastructure to share product and development process
sta tuses.
6. Data collected and measures
This first part of the section presents some raw and processed data.
Due to space limitations, only the assessment of some selected products
is presented. Some graphic tables are included below. This makes it
14
15

https://www.dokuwila.org/dokuwild
http://www.joomla.org/

Table4
Team and software size of the projects explored
Project ñame

Language

Faetones

Team size

Size (LOC)

Optimeter I
Optimeter II
Research4us
Habeo Ideam

Java +
Java +
PHP +
PHP +

UPM and ISL
UPM, ISL and UH
UPM and ISL
UPM and ISL

9
21
10
15

6589 LOC
9652 LOC
56,139 LOC
37,034 LOC

Hadoop
Hadoop
Dokuwiki
Joomla

possible to present the results of the assessment of more products as
Clips need not be so restrictive in terms of space limitations. Table 4
shows general information about the developed projects. In the first
two projects, Size specified in Lines of Code (LOC) comprises all the
lines developed in the scope of the project. In the case of Research4us
and Habeo ideam, Size represents the total size of the working product,
comprising the developed functionality and base code (i.e., in Dokuwiki
or Joomla). Tables 5 through 9 describe the data collected from the projects including the types of meetings and number of attendees in
Table 5, user stories developed by iteration and project in Table 6, architectural and size valúes in Table 7, satisfaction level by type of meeting
and project in Table 8, and usefulness perception rate for Redmine, VSee
and smartboard in Table 9.
Clip 4 through 9 provide a complementary perspective of the measures. In this case, measures of the satisfaction of perceived usefulness
were obtained using surveys. The level of satisfaction with the overall
communication in the four projects can be seen in Clip 4. One issue
raised was whether satisfaction with communication was different if
only on-site team members were considered or if on-site and off-site
members were considered. Clip 5 shows that this satisfaction level is
very similar with regard to on-site members or off-site members. Together with this, team trustworthiness level remained almost constant
and was quite aligned with communication satisfaction levéis, as
depicted in Clip 6. Clip 7 is a representation of several of the infrastructure tools in the four projects. The level of satisfaction is médium or high
for all the tools, except for Vsee, which grows steadily. Finally, meeting
duration was used as a general characteristic of agüe projects; meeting
duration is similar to what is reported in the literature [61,63]; Clip 9 depiets the average agüe meetings duration in the projects.
7. Discussion and summary of flndings
7.1. Overall perception
This section introduces a discussion of the measures obtained, which
were presented in the previous section. Where needed, triangulation is
implemented using the transcription from the focus group. One topic
that stands out is that the overall level of communication satisfaction
remained high and quite constant during the four projects, independent
of the domain, of having on-site or off-site teams, and of having a high
level of trust as well. All these issues wül be reviewed in the following
sentences. Clip 4 shows the level of satisfaction with the overall communication in the four projects.
In our research, three different application domains were covered
and in all of the projects we obtained similar valúes for satisfaction
level as depicted in Clip 4. However, this result is in contrast with the
satisfaction level at meetings. The feeling in most of the meetings was
similar, except for the sprint planning meetings, as shown in Table 8.
Table 5
Number of attendees by type of meeting and project
Meeting type

Optimeter I

Optimeter II

Research4us

Habeo Ideam

Daily
Planning
Review
Retrospectíve

8.00
10.00
9.00
10.00

19.00
21.00
21.00
21.00

10.00
14.00
14.00
13.00

6.40
15.00
15.00
15.00

Tablee
User stories developed by iteration and project

Table 8
Satisfaction level by type of meeting and project

Iteration number

Optimeter I

Optimeter II

Research4usa

Habeo Ideamb

Meeting type

Optimeter I

Optimeter II

Research4us

Habeo Ideam

Iteration 1
Iteration 2
Iteration 3
Iteration 4

6.00
12.00
8.00
8.00

11.00
4.00
9.00
16.00

3.00
18.00
4.00

17.00
29.00
13.00

Daily
Sprint planning
Sprint review
Sprint retrospective

4.73
3.87
4.6
4.67

4.13
4.13
4.6
4.8

4.68
3.89
3.93
3.79

3.90
2.58
3.77
3.77

a
b

Sixweek project
Sixweek project

This required a further analysis. It turned out that in the fourth project,
Habeo ideam, the sprint planning exhibited different behavior than in
the other meetings (satisfaction level = 2.58); by analyzing the questionnaires and through direct interviews with team members, it was
concluded that their satisfaction level was affected by the complexity
of the user stories, the product under development and that the development team had little or no experience working with Joomla when
they performed the sprint planning, causing their estimations to often
fail.
Satisfaction depending on having on-site and off-site teams was another issue to tackle. This feeling of closeness is stressed by Clip 5, which
shows no relevant differences between communication satisfaction
levéis in the case of communication between team members in the
same site or in different sites. The final issue, team trustworthiness
level, also remained almost constant throughout the case study, with
valúes similar to or even better than communication satisfaction levéis,
as depicted in Clip 6.
Analysis of the focus group transcripts can help us to understand
that the feeling of closeness induced by the integration of the
smartboard and Vsee might neatly impact on the satisfaction level.
Actually, in one the focus groups sessions, one of the participants
noted the following: "Someone in one ofthe rooms sneezed and someone in another room said 'Hadoop.'. ¡nstead ofsaying 'Bless you' they
said 'Hadoop,' which is the ñame of the technology we were using.
Things like that gave me the feeling that we were all working in the
same room.". Teams worked as a single team by using bi- and
multi-directional communication. This fact was pointed out by one
of the team members "... for me, the fact that ifwe analyze the direct
communication tools we had sitting down and seeing on screen that
there's a person at the other side who's really listening ifyou say anything, or seeing you only by looking at the window, really gives you
the feeling thatyou're in the same room, even though there's a big distance.". These results are aligned with the target proposed by Kropp
et al. [11], who introduced the concept of "common ground". The
suggestions proposed by Sinha [64] concerning the fact that developers should be able to initiate conversations easily and that oneto-many communication tools could support this ability have been
addressed for the case of distributed teams and also pointed out by
Mishra et al. [20]. This is also aligned with Paasivaara [65] regarding
the importance of creating a community, and Kropp et al. [11] regarding placing the team in the same room as a way of fostering
communication. However, these conclusions are not fully in agreement with the finding of Niinimaki et al. [22] with respect to the
preference that technical personnel may have for using text-based
Table7
Architectural and size valúes.
Measure

Optimeter I

Optimeter II

Research4us

Habeo Ideam

Files
LOC
Classes
Methods
Avg Method complexity
Avg Class complexity
Commits
Builts

81
6589
43
104
3.3
8
70
247

81
9652
139
325
2.3
5.9
227
30

467
56,139
232
2051
6.6
67.1
167
19

656
37,034
376
1653
3.9
17
184
116

Table 9
Usefulness perception rate for Redmine, VSee and smartboard.
Product

Optimeter I

Optimeter II

Research4us

Habeo Ideam

Average

Redmine
Vsee
Smartboard

4.64
4.93
4.64

4.54
4.54
4.15

4.71
4.93
4.64

4.2
4.06
4.06

4.52
4.60
4.36

media to communicate. These focus groups transcript excerpts suggest satisfaction with the tools used.

7.2. Perception on tools
Clip 7 demonstrates the level of satisfaction with respect to the
tools-based infrastructure. Clip 7 shows that the perceived usefulness
of VSee as the software part ofthe video-conferencing system was the
most highly rated. On a scale from 1 to 5, the highest perceived usefulness valué was 4.93, the lowest was 4.06 and the average was 4.60. The
smartboard as the hardware part also achieved high valúes of perceived
usefulness; the highest was 4.64, the lowest 4.06 and the average 4.36.16
The usefulness of this infrastructure were highlighted during one of
the focus groups: "Multi-conference communication. it wasn't one-to-one,
but ratherfive, six, seven on screen and all working and seeing each other's
face, seeing each other's screen. Even, by clicking ona camera -not only one
person, but clicking different people's cameras - you could really see those
people working". The following transcript shows the power of combining VSee and the smartboard, as described in Subsection 4.1: "... Those
were the benefits with VSee and when we used it together with smartboard
screen sharing was a very powerful toolfor collaborative model creation or
for collaborative problem solving. ¡twas tremendously useful". However,
the huge dependency on bandwidth was a negative element. During
the focus groups, one ofthe team members noted this issue: "... we've
had some problems with the audio and video, though it's also true that
there have been various changes in the material used..." Another developer commented: "On the one hand, there's the network communication between rooms, because there have been problems when it carne to using
servers, orinstallingsome ofthe tools thatneeded to communicate between
various servers and couldn't do so because the communication wasn't
good." This issue has been addressed by Korkala in [8],
In the case of Research4us and Habeo ideam projects, SonarQuBe
plugins provided fewer measures about the status ofthe project than
in the two previous projects, but teams solved this challenge using
other centralized tools such as wiki pages, Redmine news and reducing
the size ofthe user stories. Clip 6 shows that even when team monitoring facilities decreased, their communication and trustworthiness satisfaction level remained almost constant. Communication via videoconferencing facilities enabled teams to make up for the lack of communication in other dimensions.
Concerning the satisfaction on the communication about information on the development process and product status, the (distributed)
16
Some other VoIP producís with the same functionality as VSee and that run on a
smartboard, like Skype®or Google Hangout®, could provide the same effect on communication; however in our research VSee performed much better in terms of bandwidth consumed by simultaneous sessions.
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bright or not, and infact... The problem was when all ofthe alarms went
off, that was the problem." Architectural and process indicators, such as
class and method complexity, test coverage, number of builds or numdevelopment teams felt that being supported by centralized tools was
ber of commits to SVN, helped the team drive internal discussions
useful in helping to provide a general overview ofthe project progress.
about the quality ofthe developed software. Table 7 in Subsection 6
Clip 7 shows that Redmine was rated higher by development teams
shows some of these measures. The following statement is from one
than other channels and was one ofthe most relevant communicatíon
of the developers: "... i really liked SonarQuBe a lot because it brought an
channels. The usefulness and availability of this infrastructure were
highlighted during one ofthe focus groups: "i think, ofthe infrastructures, objective viewpoint to the subjective.... SonarQuBe, on the other hand,was
id highlight Redmine, which rvefound really useful in terms of controlling like thatjudge thateveryone respects....". In the case of people who played
all the tasks and the user stories, what they're doing. And that helped a lot, a partial role in the project, these measures helped them to understand
not only with the daily meetings but also in having a visual control, a gen- and analyze the project. One ofthe developers highlighted: "when someeral overview ofhow the project was going". Centralized repositories for one who's not so involved in development has to use a certain point to see
what to focus on or notfocus on, in terms ofthe code as in my case, at times
project management (Redmine) were perceived as having similar useit is very useful."
fulness valúes as video-conferencing systems. Table 9 shows valúes of
the perceived usefulness of Redmine, VSee and the smartboard,
The left side of Clip 8 shows the use of tools in product development
supporting this fact. Video-conferencing systems could be intuitively
in this research is depicted, and the right side shows the perceived useperceived as one ofthe most relevant infrastructures. It is thus relevant
fulness of infrastructure. It reveáis that in Research4us, SonarQuBe was
that a tool like Redmine, which requires much more learning effort, is
not significantly used and the perceived usefulness of infrastructure dealso considered useful in its support of team communicatíon. Even
creased due to the lack of automation. From these data we can conclude
when it is important to have team video communicatíon facilities, it is
that when tools are integrated with the development environment,
also important to have centralized tools (like Redmine) to let team
then they are considered as useful and these tools are used more fremembers access project information and know the status ofthe develquently. But in the case of tools that are semi-integrated, then their useopment process.
fulness decreased and at the same time the use of these tools also
decreases.
Confirming the findings of previous studies [31], the use of centralized repositories and tools (centrally managed, not necessarily centrally
One participant remarked that the overload occurred only at the beimplemented) enabled knowledge-sharing in AGSD. The use of tools,
ginning of projects: "... i think that the main workload issues in terms of
such as SVN, SonarQuBe, Hudson, and Redmine helped the teams to
these tools is more at the initial phase. i mean, during configuration at the
share many kinds of information, not only code, as if they were costart ofthe projectwhen the different sections are created, orwhenyou crélocated. The usefulness of the complete infrastructure was described
ate user accounts. But the day-to-day use, i don't think it's very different to
by one of the focus group participants as follows: "We're looking at
what you'd have to do... Probably at the beginning, because ofthe compueach ofthe tools separately, but what we had was a single system of infra- tation in the infrastructure, but that was only during the initial phase.".
structure and all ofthem together helped us. in other words, we had, like, a
lot of alarms "Sonar, Hudson... - So you'd arrive and see ifthe day looked 7.3. Perception on processes
Clip 4. Communicatíon satísfactíon level perceived in analyzed projects.

Communicatíon satisfaction level

In our research, the tool infrastructure enabled distributed teams to
obtain results similar to co-located teams in terms of meeting duration.
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Clip 9 depicts the average duration of agüe meetings. There were no relevant differences between the obtained valúes and the length recommended in the literature for these meetings [61,63]. Daily meetings
took on average 8 min, less than 15 min that is the máximum duration
recommended in the literature, planning meetings took in average 2 h,
less than the half day recommendation, reviews and retrospectives took
on average 80 and 100 min, respectively, less than the limit of 2 h recommended in the literature.
Concerning meetings the perception was positive: " ...forexample the
daily meeting. But¡ didrít see that as extra work; i saw it as something very
helpful, above allfor the rest ofthefactory."
7.4. Summary offindings
Table 10 shows the main findings of this research. This table has
three columns, the first one id. gives the id number of the finding. The
column labeled Finding describes the finding, and finally, the third column labeled Research Question indicates where the finding is applicable.
8. Conclusions and future work
This article reports the results of exploratory research conducted on
the impact of communication infrastructure on AGSD. Communication
is critical in AGSD because of distributed development as well as because of the frequent meetings prescribed by agüe, which are often
short in duration and which are enhanced by face-to-face communication; therefore, the combination of the two has strong communication

requirements. The study analyzed the perceptions of the team on the
infrastructure used to support communication. This research tackled
communication in three dimensions: team communication, the development process and the product under development. The development
teams perceptions about communication were positive, revealing that
at the minimum, smartboards (large dimensions) supported by video
and audio facilities in combination with centralized repositories (for
supporting communication on the process and product progress) containing measures of the process development and product characteristics are required to support communication. Lacking any of these
could reduce the level of communication in a project.
The infrastructure provided in this research proved to be a good
starting point to help créate a common ground [11] where team members could communicate fluently in global distributed environments,
improving communication, and allowing them to benefit from team
members sharing information. Within the research reported here, the
common ground was technically supported by a set of tools consisting,
briefly, of a smartboard with Vsee and a central repository with tools to
exploit information. It was observed that when tools that produced process/product data did not work well for some reason, infrastructure was
perceived as less useful.
The tools were simple (compared with some of the available
tools in the market), and it is not clear that more sophisticated
media tools would significantly improve the results. The use of
simple tools, such as Vsee with a smartboard, by all of the team
members proved much more useful than the cameras in their

Table 10
Research findings.

Average meetings duration

Id.

Finding

Research
question

Fl

Having access to s m a r t b o a r d (large dimensión) video-conference
capabilities all t h e time t h e t e a m w a s working, helped reduce the
distance gap and helped teams w o r k as if co-located.
Smartboard (large dimensión) video-conferencing systems
increased t h e feeling of closeness a n d e n h a n c e d t e a m building.
Centralized repositories for project m a n a g e m e n t (Redmine) w e r e
perceived to b e as useful as video-conference systems to support
t e a m communication.
The combination of video-conferencing systems and centralized
project m a n a g e m e n t tools w a s felt to be useful to m a n a g e AGSD
projects.
The tool infrastructure provided allowed distributed t e a m s to
achieve similar results regarding duration as those co-located
The use of centralized repositories a n d tools w a s seen as
facilitating discussions a n d enabling knowledge-sharing in AGSD.
Measures from centralized tools provided a shared visión of t h e
product status for on-site a n d off-site m e m b e r s .
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computers. The combination of tools (i.e., team, process, and
product) proved beneficial. However a smartboard, because of its size,
can be used to share the physical space, albeit virtually, and it seems
to help créate closeness.
Future research will focus on exploring challenges in the relationship between different levéis of information, studying the effect of
media and central repository facilities separately and the effect of
combining both, and ameliorating the effects of work/cultural factors
by developing a better understanding of how the information from
the development can be effectively used to address all these challenges.
Using process/product data-based evidence to drive discussions is a
field to explore; finding the right data and selecting it from among the
huge amount of data from the software process, in this case, is a
challenge.
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